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Message from the
President—
It is not news to anyone that the past year has
been extraordinarily disruptive for associations such
as ours, whose center of gravity lies in the annual
conference that brings members from the far reaches
of North America and Europe together to exchange
ideas, network, present their research and catch up
with old friends, and colleagues. Our 2020 Annual
Meeting was scheduled to take place in Toronto in
April, but by mid-March it was clear that we would
have to cancel it. In consultation with the conference
organizer, Adrian Shubert, the Board made the
decision at that time to postpone it until April 2021.
The Board met again in September 2020 to
reconsider this decision; given the current state of the
pandemic we reluctantly decided that it would still be
impossible to stage an in person meeting this year.
However, we also agreed that we did not want to
simply cancel the conference two years in a row, so
we decided to organize a minimal virtual conference
with a few plenary events, including the previously
scheduled plenary speaker, Felipe Ribero de Menses,
the business meeting, and two panels dedicated to
honoring the scholarship of our recently deceased
colleagues David Ringrose and Aurora Morcillo.
Ojalà, we can return to a face to face conference in
Milwaukee in April 2022, hosted by Eugenia
Afinoguenova at Marquette University. Details will
be on the website.
The Board of Directors (formerly known as
the Executive Committee) met twice this year, with
virtual meetings on April 24 and September 28 of
2020. The April Zoom meeting replaced the normal
annual board meeting that is usually held at the
conference. Outgoing President Scott Eastman

presided, summing up the major organizational changes that have been completed in the last two years. These
include the ASPHS’ formal registration as a 501c(3) non profit, which allows the organization to accept donations
from its members. Second, we completed the transition to a new platform for the Bulletin, from Elsevier to
WordPress, with significant financial savings going forward. Andrea Davis, the Editor of the Bulletin, put in a lot
of effort to move the whole back catalogue of the Bulletin to the website. Finally, the Association invested in
updating the website, to make it easier to use and navigate for our members, including allowing them to easily
check on the status of their membership. As part of the technological upgrade, the Association now has a G-Suite
account from Google. The G-Suite offers dedicated e-mail accounts so that Board members no longer have to use
their university e-mail addresses for Association business and will make officer transitions much more seamless
and transparent. The Board also agreed to create a new ad hoc social media committee, chaired by website editor
Jodi Campbell and assisted by Ray Ball, both of whom will serve on the Board in this capacity. The social media
committee is a first step towards what the Board agrees should be an increased digital presence.
In September 2020, the incoming Board of Directors met in a virtual Zoom meeting chaired by yours truly
as the incoming President. I called this meeting because of the need to make decisions about the upcoming
conference, but I have suggested that we make this fall Board meeting a regular event, given the ubiquity of virtual
meetings in the Covid and presumably post-Covid age. The fall meeting would serve to introduce the old and new
members to each other and fill in new members about pending business and plans for the year. Joining Erin
Rowe and Amanda Wunder are incoming members Alejandra Osorio, Amanda Scott, Darlene Abreu-Ferreira, and
Ana Valdez. Luis Corteguera, the new Treasurer/Membership Secretary also joined the Board. In addition, Clint
Young and Andrea Davis continue as the Editors of the Newsletter and the Bulletin, respectively.
Three prizes were awarded in this cycle. The ASPHS Best Dissertation Prize, 2017-2019, was awarded to
Mónica García Fernández for “‘Dos en una sola carne.’ Matrimonio, amor y sexualidad en el franquismo (19391975),” Universidad de Oviedo, 2019. The committee wrote: “Among many fine entries, Mónica García
Fernández’s history of conjugal love in the Franco era excelled in all criteria of evaluation. It represents an original
and beautifully-executed example of recent scholarship seeking to understand twentieth-century politics and
society through the lens of the intimate sphere. Thoroughly informed by Spanish and international historiography,
García Fernández marshals source material ranging from censorship files to sex manuals to oral interviews,
demonstrating how various forces in Spanish society contributed and responded to the century’s ongoing sexual
revolution. The dissertation is written with elegance, subtlety, and texture. It eschews simple conclusions and
remains sensitive throughout to the many complexities surrounding attitudes toward marriage, sex, and the family
in Franco’s Spain. For these reasons, the work marks a significant contribution to our understandings of cultural
change and continuity during the Franco period and of the place of Spain in wider cultural narratives of the
modern world.”
The A.H. de Oliveira Marques Prize was awarded to Darlene Abreu-Ferreira for “Women and the
Acquisition, Transmission, and Execution of Public Offices in Early Modern Portugal,” published in Gender &
History, vol. 31, no. 2 (July 2019). The committee “reached a consensus on the merit of Abreu-Ferreira’s article,
which examines office-holding, that is, titled positions within local and regional bureaucratic structures, by women
in continental and insular Portugal from the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries. Using a range of archival
materials from provincial archives, Abreu-Ferreira reveals that women were able to maintain offices and serve in
public capacities throughout this period. She also demonstrates that the offices themselves were considered
women’s property and could serve in dowry negotiations and as family income. It is owing to Abreu-Ferreira’s
skillful analysis of rarely read source materials and her convincing interpretation of the same that the committee
finds her article worthy of this year’s Marques Prize.”
Finally, the recipient of the 2019 Charles Julian Bishko Best Article Prize is Pamela A. Patton for her essay
“Demons and Diversity in Léon” published in Medieval Encounters vol. 25, no. 1-2 (2019). The committee noted
that “Dr. Patton’s article examines the early twelfth-century paintings in the Panteón de los Reyes of San Isidoro to
show that, in terms of iconography and style, these images not only constituted innovation but also reflected a
cosmopolitan artistic sensibility. The Saint Martin scene in León was polyvalent, reflecting both an iconographic
tradition found in early Christian texts and an increasingly expanded world view that acknowledged people and
locations outside of Europe, including Egypt and parts of Africa. A twelfth-century Leonese audience would have
associated the image of Satan as a dark-skinned figure wearing a Fatimid robe with Ethiopia, as well as with
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Andalusi culture. In particular, the courtiers and visitors of the Panteón likely identified the Fatimid tiraz as a high
-status garment worn by caliphs and elite Iberians. The visual references to Andalusi culture were meant to evoke
exoticism, the royal family’s cultural sophistication, and a kingdom looking beyond its borders. Congratulations
Dr. Patton!”
This year we have three new committees to award the Bishko, Oliveira Marques and ASPHS Best Early
Career Article Prize. Submissions are due in December. Thanks to Andrew Devereux, Pamela Patton, and
Michelle Armstsrong-Partida (Bishko); Darlene Abreu-Ferreira Susannah Ferreira, and Ivana Elbl (Oliveira
Marques); and Enrique Sanabria, Scott Taylor, and Katrina Olds (ASPHS Article) for their generosity in serving
on these committees.
In addition to awarding prizes, ASPHS hosted its annual reception at the 2020 AHA, sponsored several
joint panels and sponsored three regional meetings in Fall 2019/Winter 2020 at Purdue University, the University
of California San Diego, and George Washington University. This year, the AHA will only be holding online
events. Regional affiliates may decide to hold virtual versions of their meetings, as is the case for UC San Diego,
which will adapt its workshop format of pre-circulated papers to a Zoom setting, scheduling one workshop each
Saturday from mid-January to mid-February.
This year the ASPHS lost two of its most dedicated and eminent long term members, Aurora Morcillo
and my colleague at UCSD—and personal friend—Emeritus Professor David Ringrose. The Association has
already posted his obituary on the website. The longer academic version will also appear in the Bulletin, while a
shorter family obituary written by David’s son, Daniel, also a historian, will appear in the Newsletter.
Wishing you all health and sanity in these tumultuous times,
Pamela Radcliff
President, ASPHS

In Memoriam: Aurora Morcillo—
Members of the Association for Spanish and
Portuguese Historical Studies were saddened to hear of the
passing of Aurora Morcillo following a fall at her home in
March of this year. She was one of the leading scholars
studying the role of gender in Spanish history, with a special
emphasis on the ways in which gender was constructed under
National Catholicism during the Franco era, as exemplified
by her monographs True Catholic Womanhood: Gender Ideology in
Franco’s Spain (Northern Illinois University Press, 2000) and
The Seduction of Modern Spain: The Female Body and the Francoist
Body Politic (Bucknell University Press, 2010). At the time of
her death, she was writing an oral history of the ordinary
women who fought in the student movement at the
University of Granada against Franco and of the workingclass women who exercised acts of daily resistance and
empowerment against a totalitarian regime that was to be titled Things Visible And Invisible: Life Narratives in Late
Francoism.
To honor her life and work, Florida International University has established the Aurora Morcillo Memorial
Fellowship to promote graduate-level study of women and gender in Spanish history. The Fellowship supports
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research travel to Spain for graduate students studying women and gender issues, with preference given to
students wishing to study at the Instituto de la Mujer at the University of Granada. Members interesting in
contributing to the Fellowship in her honor should visit the Steven J. Green School of International and Public
Affairs Donation page and follow the procedures outlined there. Those who knew Aurora are well aware her
good humor, an immense amount of frank charm, as well as her powerful knowledge of and passion for history
will be an integral part of a legacy that did much to make issues of gender and the body an integral part of the
study of twentieth century Spain.

In Memoriam: David Robert Ringrose—
1 June 1938 - 10 September 2020

Photograph courtesy of the Ringrose family.

David R. Ringrose, Professor Emeritus of History at
the University of California San Diego, died on September
10th, 2020 after a three-year struggle with metastatic
pancreatic cancer. He was 82. After nearly a decade at
Rutgers University he joined the UCSD history department in
1974, where he taught Spanish and world history for 34 years.
Widely admired as a scholar and a mentor, his research and
many publications on the Spanish economy fundamentally
recast the narrative of Spanish modernization, establishing its
particular path to prominence and setting it in a global
context. David is remembered fondly by family, colleagues
and graduate students alike for his dry wit and extraordinary
collegiality, calm demeanor, steadying influence, and selfless
commitment to helping others, both personally and
professionally.

Born in 1938 to Robert Ringrose and Leona Krengel
Ringrose, David grew up in Minneapolis, one of four siblings.
He graduated from Carleton College where he met Kathryn
Mackay, his spouse, intellectual collaborator and travel
companion. Together they traveled to dozens of countries all
over the world, never passing up the chance to ride an
elephant, swing on a jungle vine, sample regional delicacies, or participate in a dusty archeological dig. In 2010
they spent a semester at sea teaching and living in close quarters with 500 undergraduates while touring the coasts
of Africa, India, and Asia.
David’s passion for ships shaped his retirement into a kind of second career. No maritime museum, no
matter how small or how remote, escaped his notice or a family visit. At the San Diego Maritime Museum he
trained dozens of fellow docents, indulged anyone who would listen with mini-lectures on the Spanish in the
Americas, and organized a spectacular conference for the Association of Spanish and Portuguese Historical
Studies in 2016. He delighted in sharing the details of the museum’s hand-built, full-size working replica of Juan
Cabrillo’s San Salvador and took every opportunity to set sail along the California coast.
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The only prickly side to David was his thriving and ever-expanding collection of desert succulents and
cacti, whose drought resistant properties were well suited to his off-handed watering style. He was much loved by
the family’s Boston Terriers, Zoe and Lola, who took every opportunity to interrupt his reading and editing. He
also loved classical music and opera, and his fondness for organ music, Bach, and renaissance choral music was
such that for years grandchildren were told that was all the family car radio could play. He patiently chauffeured
family members to lessons, attended their concerts, and promoted community and professional music throughout
San Diego County. He led by example and supported his family's activities even when he didn't understand what
they were doing.
The opportunity and intellectual curiosity afforded by his Carleton experience remained a constant
connection that wove in and out of his and Kathryn’s lives. He was a veteran of years of reunion planning, fund
raising, and college-sponsored travel. This, combined with sharing the experiences of his spouse, son, daughter-inlaw, and granddaughter as they too became Carleton alumni, created a deep pride in the institution and drove his
desire to replicate that experience for others throughout his life.
David’s wife Kathryn survives him, as do his three siblings Donald, Margaret and John; his sons Daniel
and Robert; daughters-in-law Kathy and Megan; and three grandchildren, Alexander, Celia, and Susan. In
recognition of David’s deep appreciation for education and travel, please consider donations in his name to the
Carleton College Scholarship Fund and the San Diego Maritime Museum.

And a personal note from the Editor—
I was fortunate enough to be among the last graduate students to work with David Ringrose—in fact, I
defended my dissertation the same semester he retired from UCSD. To a young graduate student eager to learn
the most up-to-date historiography, David could seem curiously old-fashioned. Looking back, it is now much
easier to see that those same traits were actually an embodiment of the best of what an academic can aspire to be.
His own scholarship is grounded in traditional scholarship, but uses that in the most imaginative way possible, as
when he took a classic center-periphery debate and turned it on its head in Spain, Europe, and the Spanish Miracle.
He made sure that the graduate students he worked with operated in much the same way. He not infrequently
used his power to assist and benefit his students and others, often behind the scenes so that one would not learn
until years later which strings he had pulled to get one a teaching assistantship or financial support. And he did it
all with a bone-dry wit that would ever so gently remind you not to underestimate him. When you were finally
allowed to call him by his first name after your dissertation defense, it was a sign that your apprenticeship was over
and your career as an academic had truly begun.
One memory sums up part of the relationship I suspect many of us had with David. At his retirement
reception, Pamela Radcliff was called upon to make a speech in which she outlined the role David played in the
field of Spanish history and in ASPHS. As she spoke, it dawned on me for the first time that “David”—the
unassuming man who had been one of my guides through graduate school—was in fact “David Ringrose,” a
widely renowned and admired scholar who was instrumental in shaping the field in which I was now working. If
his modesty as a human being could at times obscure the brilliance of his academic work, it could only be to his
credit—and to the benefit to those who feel the impact of his loss now.
He was a man, take him for all in all,
I shall not look on his like again. —Hamlet, Act I, Scene 2
Clinton D. Young
Newsletter Editor
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First Reflections on the Caso 8-M: Pandemic, Police, and
Politics in Today’s Spain
Foster Chamberlin
Boğaziçi University
On March 8th of this year, when thousands of people participated in the annual Women’s Day March in
Spain, confirmed cases of COVID-19 there already numbered in the hundreds and deaths had begun to occur.1
We now know that the virus was spreading at an exponential rate at that time and would peak at approximately
10,000 new cases and 1,000 deaths per day by the end of the month.2 By March 13th, it had become clear that the
spread of the virus was out of control, forcing Primer Minister Pedro Sánchez to declare a state of emergency that
all but paralyzed the country.3 Amidst this crisis of wartime proportions, a controversy originally about whether
the Women’s March should have been allowed to take place, known as the “Caso 8-M,” wound up becoming a
complex drama that called into question the relationships between Spain’s judicial, governmental, and policing
structures. Tracing the convoluted path of the case reveals the influence of Spain’s past on how its democratic
system responds to crises today, and nowhere are the continuities more evident, or more controversial, than in one
of the case’s key players: the Civil Guard.
By the end of the March, a search had begun for someone to blame for the country’s catastrophic failure to
halt the spread of the virus. Taking up the cause was Carmen Rodríguez-Medel, an activist judge who had made a
name for herself investigating the fraudulent Master’s degree of Cristina Cifuentes, president of the Community of
Madrid, which led to Cifuentes’s resignation.4 On March 23rd, Rodríguez-Medel asked the Civil Guard to prepare
a report on whether the delegate of the government to the Community of Madrid, José Manuel Franco, had
committed criminal negligence in allowing the marches of March 8th to take place even though the European
Center for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) had already issued a report on March 2nd advising against
large gatherings.5 The judge asked the civil guards to act with discretion since they would be investigating their
superiors.6
The Civil Guard submitted its report on May 21st, and it was promptly leaked to the press.7 It provided
evidence against Franco but also leveled new accusations at Fernando Simón, the official responsible for
coordinating the government’s response to disease outbreaks as director of the Centro de Coordinación de Alertas
y Emergencias Santarias. The report claimed he allowed the Women’s March and many other gatherings on
March 8th, including a Vox party conference and a soccer game, while forcing a conference of evangelical pastors
to cancel.8 The Civil Guard accused Simón of ignoring not only the ECDC report but also a February 14th World
Health Organization (WHO) report warning of the dangers of mass gatherings.9 Rodríguez-Medel proceeded to
open an investigation against Simón and other officials as well.10
The media frenzy began a few days later when, on the night of May 24th, Minister of the Interior Fernando
Grande-Marlaska relieved Colonel Diego Pérez de los Cobos of his command as chief of the Civil Guard’s Madrid
Command.11 Unnamed sources inside the Ministry of the Interior told El País that Marlaska had lost confidence in
Pérez de los Cobos because the report for Rodríguez-Medel had showed a “lack of political neutrality.”12 This
decision caused an uproar within the Civil Guard, prompting the resignation of the institution’s second-incommand, Lieutenant General Laurentino Ceña, on the 26th (even though he was scheduled to retire a few days).
According to El País, Ceña resigned because “the chain of command was not respected” since he had not been
informed of the decision to dismiss Pérez de los Cobos.13 For the Civil Guard, which has a rigid system of
promotions based on seniority, the chain of command is especially important. In fact, when Marlaska’s
replacement for Ceña was not next in line in terms of seniority, the Civil Guard’s third-in-command also resigned
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in protest.14 Furthermore, when Marlaska searched for a replacement for Pérez de los Cobos, three colonels
turned down his offer, so he had to give the post to a lieutenant colonel.15
Dissent this widespread suggests that the issue was more than just chain of command, it was also honor,
the centerpiece of the Civil Guard’s organizational culture. The institution’s Cartilla or handbook was written in
1845 by its founder, the Duque de Ahumada. Its first article states that “honor should be the principal watchword
of the civil guard, [a guard] should therefore preserve it without stain. Once lost it can never be recovered.”16 The
danger of a stain on this honor was at the core of the Civil Guard’s reaction, and its officers’ association echoed
Ahumada’s language in expressing concern that the incident was “provoking an irreparable prejudice against the
image of the corps.”17 Speaking off-the-record, guards were candid about their pride in their institution and their
resistance to change. One told El País that “the leadership represents the institution, and if you disrespect the
leadership, you disrespect every last guard. We’re weird like that.”18
Marlaska was clearly caught off guard by the strength of the reaction from the Civil Guard. At an illadvised press conference on the 26th in which he tried to address the matter, his explanation was comically evasive:
“It is not a question of losing confidence [in Pérez de los Cobos] or not losing confidence, it is about surrounding
oneself with people of greater confidence.”19 He only made the situation worse by also announcing a pay raise for
the Civil Guard and the National Police, which made it appear as if he was trying to buy off of the Civil Guard.20

Photograph reprinted by permission of El País.

The Right was quick to use the incident to its own political advantage, and it did so by capitalizing on the
powerful and time-tested image of the Civil Guard defending its honor. On May 27th, the PP (Partido Popular),
Ciudadanos, and Vox all grilled Marlaska in Congress of Deputies and called for his resignation.21 Deputies from
the PP repeatedly
presented Marlaska’s
action as an attack on
the honor of the Civil
Guard, with one asking
him if he didn’t feel
“shame for having
betrayed the Civil Guard
in this way.”22 The
secretary general of the
PP, Teodoro GarcíaEgea, directly echoed
the language of the
Cartilla, telling Second
Deputy Prime Minister
Pablo Iglesias of
Fernando Grande-Marlaska under fire in the Congress of Deputies, 27 May 2020.
Podemos that “no one
since Roldán had stained the Civil Guard this much.”23 He was making reference to Luis Roldán, who was
sentenced to 31 years in prison for corruption while serving as the first civilian director of the Civil Guard from
1986 to 1993.24 García-Egea even told a story about Ahumada: “The founder of the Civil Guard, the Duke of
Ahumada, refused to carry out an unjust order by General Narváez: ‘My successor with take that decision, not
I.’ [That is to say, he resigned.] More than a century later, General Laurentino Ceña has done the same with your
Government, he has preferred to go rather than make an unjust decision.”25 The analogy is an imperfect one, but
it demonstrates the rhetorical power of the Civil Guard’s legend and how easily the Right can take advantage of
that power. On June 3rd, right-wing MPs renewed their calls for Marlaska’s resignation after El Confidencial
obtained the document ordering Pérez de los Cobos’s dismissal, and it stated the reason to be “loss of confidence.
. . for not informing [the General Directorate of the Civil Guard and the Ministry of the Interior] of the
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development of the investigations and actions of the Civil Guard.”26 Clearly, Marlaska had been lying about his
reasons.
The Left, however, was also quick to go on the attack and regain the initiative. El País fact checked the
Civil Guard’s report and found numerous errors. For example, the report claimed that the WHO had declared a
pandemic on January 31st when it actually did so on March 11th, and the conference of evangelicals had been
canceled not hypocritically but because it had been identified as a site of transmission.27 Another article cited a
variety of health experts to show that the Women’s March did not contribute significantly to the spread of the
virus.28
The fact was that there was not much evidence that an actual crime had been committed. While we can
see in hindsight that officials were not nearly proactive enough in combatting the virus in early March, at the time
much was uncertain about its nature and transmission. Accused by Franco’s defense team of filing charges against
the entire response to the health crisis, Rodríguez-Medel dropped the charges against him on June 13th and never
did file any against Simón.29 The Caso 8-M faded from the headlines as quickly as it had appeared a month earlier.
At first glance, the Caso 8-M seems to have been “much ado about nothing”—there were no trials, no one
went to prison, and no one lost his or her job (except three Civil Guard officers). However, upon closer
examination, the case becomes an early hint at how severe of a stress test Spain’s structures of government are
being subjected to by the coronavirus pandemic. Forty-two years after the Constitution of 1978 went into effect,
Spain is now generally considered to be a consolidated democracy. Yet each generation of every democracy must
safeguard its institutions and adapt them to meet new challenges. COVID-19 is the challenge of our time, and the
question is how well Spain’s institutions, born of a transition from dictatorship, can meet the challenge. The Caso
8-M reveals just how quickly the legacies of Spain’s past can influence the response of its judiciary, government,
and police to crises today.
While it may seem absurd for Rodríguez-Medel to have accused one or two officials of negligence when
almost everyone underestimated the virus in its early days, the exact role of the judicial system in determining
responsibility for the crisis is still uncertain. The Caso 8-M may yet prove a foreshadowing of countless criminal
and civil legal battles to come around the world. In fact, one of the stories that supplanted the Caso 8-M in the
press in June were the investigations of nursing homes, especially in the Community of Madrid, where many of
the coronavirus deaths occurred.30 Nevertheless, Rodríguez-Medel, like Baltasar Garzón before her, pushed her
judicial activism too far. She may have been trying to affirm her non-partisanship by investigating officials
appointed by the PSOE (Partido Socialista Obrero Español) after previously investigating the PP.31 It is also hard
to deny that there was an element of anti-feminism in the fact that both the investigation and coverage of it in the
press focused on the Women’s March when there were many other large public events that were allowed to take
place at the same time.
The patterns of Spanish politics were already being disrupted before the pandemic struck. The emergence
of viable national third parties in the wake of the Great Recession has marked a new phase in Spain’s democracy.
Pedro Sánchez’s difficulties in forming a government from 2018-20 showed just how unaccustomed Spain was to
a multiparty system. Now, the first coalition government of the democratic period faces one of the gravest crises
of this period. The Caso 8-M was an early test of how the government would fair. As Minister of the Interior,
Grande-Marlaska is in charge of Civil Guard appointments and dismissals, but he should have respected the
tradition of going through the proper chain of command with the dismissal of Pérez de los Cobos, and he should
not have lied about his reasons for doing so.32 Pérez de los Cobos was right to withhold information about the
Caso 8-M from his superiors, since, while acting as judicial police the Civil Guard is under the direct command of
the judiciary. Nevertheless, the Sánchez coalition rallied in defense of Marlaska while the left-wing press’s
criticism of the Civil Guard’s report distracted attention away from him. Marlaska, an independent, represents the
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right-wing of the Sánchez government—he was the magistrate of the Audiencia Nacional who replaced Garzón
(Rodríguez-Medel was also considered for the job)—and he had enjoyed the respect of the PP because of his
pursuit of ETA while a magistrate. Despite the fractiousness of the Sánchez government, its members all felt that
the 8-M scandal was nothing less than an attack on their coalition, and while Sánchez dodged questions about his
involvement at the May 27th session of the Congress of Deputies, Pablo Iglesias emerged as Marlaska’s most vocal
defender.33 Iglesias, keenly aware of Spain’s history of military interventions in politics, was outraged by García
Egea’s remarks. He retorted, “are you asking members of the state security forces not to follow the orders that
they consider, through your initiative and incitation, to be unjust? In your enormous lucidity, are you conscious of
what you are saying here? Be aware that the democracy is at play.”34 If the Caso 8-M was a test of the Sánchez
coalition’s cohesion in a crisis, it had passed.

Image reprinted by permission of ABC.

The Left only rallied around
Marlaska because the assault from the
Right was so intense, and the assault
from the Right was so intense because
the Civil Guard is dear to the hearts of
conservatives. They have supported
civil guards as the defenders of order
going back at least to the days of
caciques making donations to their local
Civil Guard post during the
Restoration period.35 Cartoonists at
ABC had a field day with the imagery
of the Civil Guard; one cartoon
depicted the mounted ghost of
Ahumada urging a terrified man in his
bed (presumably Marlaska) to read the
Cartilla.36 Another sketched an
The May 27th Puebla cartoon in ABC.
adoring Pedro Sánchez and Pablo
Iglesias looking on as a long-nosed Marlaska replaces the sword of the Civil Guard’s emblem with a Socialist rose
and substitutes the motto of “Guardia Civil: Todo por la Patria” with “Guardia Sanchil: Todo por la nueva normalidad.”37
Meanwhile, an ABC opinion piece
again echoed the language of the
Cartilla by asserting that Pérez de los
Cobos “did not stain the uniform” and
“did not humiliate the tricornio obeying
an illegal order” by not telling Marlaska
about the 8-M investigation.38 ABC’s
conservative readership concurred.
Three of the four letters to the director
published on May 28th lauded the Civil
Guard, again including quotations
from the Cartilla and cries of “¡Viva
siempre honrada la Guardia Civil!”39

Image reprinted by permission of ABC.

The May 27th “Fe de ratas” cartoon by JM Nieto in ABC.
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A case about responsibility for
the coronavirus outbreak had
transformed into one about the
relationship between the Civil Guard

and the government. At its founding in 1844, the Moderates debated whether the Civil Guard should have a
civilian or military character, but General Narváez and Ahumada decided on the military path with a strict code of
honor in order to inoculate the corps from the political associations that had doomed previous efforts to create a
national police force. The Civil Guard’s system of promotion strictly by seniority allowed it to avoid the
politicized promotion debates that tore apart the army in the late Restoration period. In return for its political
neutrality, the Civil Guard expected governments not to interfere with its internal affairs. Doing so could cause
guards to intervene in politics themselves. Such was the case during the Second Republic, when guards perceived
Manuel Azaña’s efforts to “decapitate” the Civil Guard as an insult to their institution’s honor. During the
Popular Front government in 1936, the appointment of some officers to positions above their ranks (when no one
loyal to the Republic could be found at the appropriate rank) was enough to convince some guards to support the
uprising against the Popular Front that sparked the Civil War.40
During the Franco years, the Civil Guard became a catch-all for the increasing variety of policing duties
that expanding state required. Today, in addition to its traditional function of patrolling rural areas, the Civil
Guard acts as customs police, border patrol, coast guard, forest patrol, judicial police, and military police, among
other functions. These varied duties can sometimes come into conflict with each other. In the Caso 8-M, if Spain
had had separate judicial police, as do countries like Portugal and Mexico, there would have been no need to hide
information from superiors.
After the death of Franco, civil guards defended the military character and autonomy of their institution
during the Transition to democracy, which they could justify by arguing that these structures were still necessary to
maintain political neutrality. Conservatives within the Civil Guard won a victory in this respect when the
Constitution of 1978 exempted militarized forces from the right to unionize.41 But after the embarrassing
participation of some civil guards in the 1981 “23-F” coup attempt, calls for demilitarization increased both inside
and outside the institution, and they have continued ever since. Meanwhile, clandestine organizations inside the
Civil Guard began organizing demonstrations demanding the right to unionize as early as 1976.42 After decades of
struggle civil guards won the ability to form professional associations, although formal unions are still not allowed.
Today, the enlisted associations are split between the Asociación Pro Guardia Civil (APROGC), which favors
maintaining the military structure, and the larger Asociación Unificada de Guardias Civiles (AUGC), which favors
the organization becoming a civilian police force. Not surprisingly, APROGC denounced Marlaska’s dismissal of
Pérez de los Cobos, but the AUGC stayed silent on the matter.43 In fact, the secretary general of the AUGC did
an interview with El País on May 28th in which he downplayed the Caso 8-M scandal and instead focused on the
AUGC’s efforts to obtain demilitarization, unionization, and the inclusion of more women on the force (currently
only 7% of guards are women).44
Given this context, we can see the scandal involving Grande-Marlaska as a product of his efforts to assert
the control of the Minister of the Interior over the Civil Guard.45 While some appointments within the Civil
Guard are made by the Minister of the Interior, he almost always follows the recommendations of the Superior
Council of the Civil Guard, which in turn usually makes its recommendations by seniority. Marlaska, however, has
made several assignments and dismissals without consulting the Civil Guard’s leadership.46
In Marlaska’s relief of Pérez de los Cobos, we also see the effects of Spain’s other most recent crisis, the
bid for Catalan independence, intersecting with its coronavirus response. Marlaska may have already been looking
to dismiss Pérez de los Cobos because he had commanded the controversial Civil Guard detail sent to try to
prevent the “1-O” referendum on Catalan independence from taking place in 2017.47 In the aftermath of the
referendum, the longstanding complaint of the Civil Guard and the National Police that they were paid less than
regional police forces gained strength when the Mossos d’Esquadra for the most part refused to help block the
referendum.48 The pay raise that Marlaska announced as part of the fallout from the Caso 8-M was an effort to
rectify this situation that had previously been delayed.49

Were Marlaska’s interventions a healthy assertion of civilian control over the military or an undermining of
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military’s political neutrality? The Right’s fears of civilian intervention in the military were captured by the ABC
cartoon in which the Socialist rose and Sánchez’s name were inserted into the Civil Guard’s emblem and flag,
while the Left’s fears of military intervention in politics were captured in Iglesias’s horrified reaction to García
Egea’s remarks in the Cortes. At the heart of the matter is a larger question: is keeping an armed police force like
the Civil Guard out of politics best achieved by military discipline or by a demilitarization that would allow more
civilian control and unionization? After the debates of the Transition, this question had received less attention
until recently, when Podemos included the right to unionize and the demilitarization of the Civil Guard in its party
platform.50 While this idea has not received the backing of the Sánchez government, the fact that Podemos has
revived this old debate is evidence of the fundamental way in which it is changing the political landscape. 51
The Caso 8-M was an early test of how the judicial, governmental and policing structures of Spain’s
democratic system would respond to the severe crisis that is the coronavirus pandemic. What the role of the
judiciary will be in determining responsibilities for the crisis remains unclear, but certainly Rodríguez-Medel’s
approach of questioning the actions of a few officials in the chaotic early days of the outbreak was not the right
approach. Also unclear is how Spain’s new political parties will reshape its political culture in the long term. The
solidary of the Sánchez government regarding the Caso 8-M suggests that coalition governments may have a future
in Spain and that the new parties will have important roles in government policy formation and implementation.
Reforming Spain’s more entrenched institutions won’t be easy. It is remarkable how quickly a longsimmering issue like the autonomy and military structure of the Civil Guard can come bubbling up during a
seemingly unrelated crisis like that of the coronavirus. The danger of the kind of polarized rhetoric employed by
politicians and journalists during the Caso 8-M is of a return to a situation like that of the Second Republic where
civil guards feel that their supporters are the Right and their enemies the Left; that could lead to a true
politicization of the institution. In considering the issues of militarization and autonomy, the guiding question
should be how to ensure guards most effectively carry out their duties to protect the security of democratic
citizens. The mythos of the Civil Guard can still be useful in fulfilling that mission; but either its sacralization or
its demonization for political ends will only hinder the process of adaptation that the Civil Guard, like all the
democracy’s institutions, must continually go through in response to new challenges.
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Correction—
In the version of the 2019 Newsletter (volume 10) that was e-mailed to members via Espora, on pages 3
and 34 the winner of the ASPHS Best Book Prize was identified as both Daniel and David Hershenzon. While he
acknowledges that David is a lovely name, the author of The Captive Sea is Daniel Hershenzon. The ASPHS
Newsletter regrets the error.
Editor’s Interjection: Actually, while he was too polite to say so, Dr. Hershenzon is probably wondering how
on earth we fouled something that simple up while getting his last name correct. The answer: years of practice.
Also, the version of the Newsletter now archived on the ASPHS website has been corrected.
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Writing One’s Family History in an Academic Way—It’s More
Than About Transatlantic Migrations
James W. Cortada
University of Minnesota—Minneapolis
My family originated in Cataluña, specifically from the coastal village of Begur in Gerona Province. In the
1820s and 1830s some of its residents migrated to Puerto Rico and Cuba, where they married into Spanish and
English families, some of the former having been in the Caribbean since the 1600s. In the late 1800s they began
moving to New York, with more after the Spanish-American War and completing that process by World War II.
They evolved from Catalan, to Spanish, to Cuban/Puerto Rican, to today’s almost completely Anglicized
members.
This family has conducted research on its history for 70 years, applying legal and academic standards to the
project. I have been in charge of the initiative for 22 years, hold a Ph.D. in European history, have published 9
books on Spanish history, and have been a member of the ASPHS since 1970. The first project leader was my
father, James N. Cortada, a career American diplomat who served as U.S. Consul in Barcelona in 1950-52, and as
Consul General there in 1967-1970. By then he had already run an embassy, served as the dean of the U.S. State
Department’s professional training program for diplomats, and after his retirement published two books. How
does a historian write their family’s history, more specifically, of a Spanish family and fit it into the historiography
that members of the ASPHS would expect? That is the story I tell here.
Family history is some of the most difficult research one can do, because it has no boundaries; we are
related to everyone, so constraints are needed. In this case, the research strategy went as follows: we documented
the genealogies and biographies of the stem family (i.e., my father and mother, grandparents, great grandparents,
and so forth) and of their siblings (aunts and uncles). We recognized that every time a male Cortada married that a
new family came into the mix so for each these we prepared a narrative text apart from the main project that
documented both genealogical and family biographies. We did the same for most families that Cortada women
married into.
With both the Cortadas and the families that bonded in marriage we sought to understand five things: who
was related to whom with their birth and death dates, their biographies that described what businesses they were
in, roles of the women and children, everyone’s religious and political views, and the economic and social
environments in which they lived. Academic practice required that family history and context be central to the
project, not merely who was who. Finally, all facts had to be verified through examination of the historical
record—proof, documentation—that could stand up to both academic and legal scrutiny. As it turned out legal
was important because one relative died intestate with property both in Spain and in the United States. The two
judges involved in these countries accepted our documentation as proof to resolve inheritance issues.
It is very helpful to come from a Spanish family, thanks to the work of the Council of Trent, which
mandated in the mid-1500s that Catholic parishes needed to keep written records of baptisms and marriages, and
since priests were at least semi-literate, they also kept wills, death records, and other useful ephemera. Bishops
were required to inspect every parish’s records once a year. The key was for the parish not to burn down or
otherwise get destroyed over the centuries, which was a challenge in Cataluña during the Civil War of 1936-39, as
well as earlier in myriad local conflicts, especially those of the 1600s and during Napoleon’s incursion into Spain.
In Puerto Rico where fires and storms always created problems. The Cortadas were lucky on both scores. The
many military families into which this one married had submitted detailed documentation to prove the purity of
their ancestors in order to qualify for appointments as officers and to gain approval to marry women of their social
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class; so those records were preserved in Spain. Being Catholic, having military ancestors, and luck meant there
was a rich documentary trail back to 1300 in Iberia.
There is a solid Spanish, European, and Caribbean historiography about topics that proved relevant in
reconstructing this family’s history. Spanish and Catalan historians have conducted research on family histories,
specifically about laws of inheritance, rights of women and children, the conduct of business, and concerning trade
in the Mediterranean and in the Caribbean. Much of it has been published in local history journals and by town
and provincial government agencies. These are not always obvious to find—this cannot be done through
Amazon—but often by making local connections. The Ajuntament de Begur published two crucial studies about
Cortadas and others departing the tiny village of Begur. Other, earlier monographs had to be acquired with the
assistance of local book leaders and none more so than through the assistance of Josep Porter, dean of Barcelona’s
book dealers in decades after the Civil War and probably remembered fondly by the oldest members of the
ASPHS.

Photograph courtesy of the author.

The Catalan village of Begur, the Cortada hometown.
Similar circumstances existed in Cuba and Puerto Rico. In the latter case, local and U.S. scholars had done
considerable amounts of research on regional economics, migrations, slaves, and city histories, which allowed us to
fill in many details. The Cortadas in Puerto Rico were Creoles, each generation owning often two or three
plantations. In Cuba, families they married into had similar holdings. Often historians disagreed. For example,
on the crucial question of why Cortadas would leave Begur for faraway New World, Catalan historians often
argued it was because the local economy was in dire straits (true), while Puerto Rican historians argued that they
came because the local economy was entering a boom period, thanks to sales of sugar and tobacco (also true). We
were able to establish that both conditions influenced the decisions of many families in Begur to send their sons to
the New World in the 1820s and 1830s.
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The same question came up again at the dawn of the next century about why New York, but by then the
documentation and verbal record made the reasons clearer: protecting women and children from Spanish colonial
authorities in the 1890s, economic ties due to the sugar trade, later the import/export business, then finally the
strategic decision that raising members of the family in the United States would be the wiser long term decision.
As the story moved to newer times, the paper trail became richer. By the 1920s, there were photographs, family
letters, school yearbooks and report cards, personnel and bank records, telephone directories, and tax and travel
documents such as passports.
When I took over the project, my role was to fill in gaps and then to write-up the history. The entire
family made that very clear in no uncertain terms. The Ph.D. historian had his marching orders. But, I, and
others in the family faced several challenges that important to relate. First, where and when did relatives come
into Iberia? The documentary trail began in 1300, but the village that they originated in (not Begur) had existed
for several centuries beforehand, so we needed to reconstruct that story to understand the circumstances of the
family. That effort took about 10 years on and off with visits and normal historical research. DNA tests also
assisted for the pre-Greek and pre-Roman eras.
The second is a familiar one: the variety of languages one had to work with—medieval Spanish and
Catalan, modern Spanish and Catalan, French, Latin, English, very bad handwriting, and calligraphic practices that
changed over time. My mother’s solid grounding in Latin and also the help of an ancient Catalan priest facilitated
understanding documents from the 1300s through the 1600s. We all had knowledge of French and English, and
enough of modern Catalan. My challenge was to put the story together at least to the point that today’s young
members could access because they were not trained in old Spanish or any version of Catalan, Latin, or French.
Third, the plantation owners had slaves. Twentieth century members of the family were appalled to learn
that fact, especially those born after World War II living in the United States, so nobody wanted to know too
much, let alone discuss any racial issue. But, as an historian, I had to deal with the issue, because slavery was how
one staffed a plantation and that activity also included behaviors on the part of the plantation owners that at that
time were normal. I had to explain all of that and a large part of one chapter dealt with the issue of the sugar
business. We knew how slaves were involved, their ages, and whether they had made the horrible passage from
Africa (several did), relying on colonial census records.
Fourth, to put things delicately, the family had (a) a very popular twentieth century relative born out of
wedlock to a hugely popular lady; (b) a plantation owner who gambled away all his assets, leaving my grandfather
to be apprenticed to an uncle at the age of 14 to learn accounting; (c), a relative arrested, tried and convicted of
abetting the enemy during the American Civil War probably as much for her haughty behavior as for the facts of
the case; and (d) another that needed to be dismissed from the U.S. Marine Corps in the 1920s for “the good of
the service.” These incidents were never discussed in the family, but proved important and had to be brought
into the narrative. By the time writing began all except the illegitimate child had died, so it was easier to write
about. In the case of that one relative, I only knew a part of the story but had decided to wait until he had died,
and even then it took 10 years to get a fuller account and even then I had to wring it out of a nearly 90 year old
relative as a near “death bed confession.”
About 30 years into this project, it was becoming evident to both my parent’s generation and to myself
and two sisters that if there was a thesis, a narrative to pursue, it was that this family acquired an identity shaped
by handed-down values and the cultural introductions into the family brought by the women who married into
the clan. These two points are so important that without their consideration, the history of this family would not
contribute much to scholarly understanding of family life. European family historians and American sociologists
often spoke of that first feature, along with the legal and economic strategies families had for preserving the
economic and social conditions from one century to the next; American historians less so, although that is
changing.
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We could notice from one generation to another common attitudes and behaviors: insistence that boys
and girls be literate (and by the mid-1800s attend school), dating back to the 1700s in Spain. Now it seems they
all have graduate education too, with men and women graduating from American colleges before the 1920s; the
value of being in business, almost all the men started up or ran existing enterprises over the centuries, not serving
in politics; marrying strong-willed women, with at least one Doña per generation who ruled with the moral
authority of an autocrat. We were able to document these values and behaviors through ephemera, old
textbooks, and oral interviews.
In preparing short histories—think of them as white papers—on incoming families into the clan, it
proved essential to understand their cultures and what was important in their families, because those were infused
into the extant and next generation. For example, in Cuba early members were military officers who married
either daughters of other officers (the sangre pura issue) or plantation owners and wealthy merchants. In Puerto
Rico, the marriage of one direct descendant to an English woman meant that the next generation became nearly
bicultural and bilingual, which proved enormously important when the family began its long migration to the
United States. Up to the time of that marriage everyone was nominally a practicing Catholic; that changed and so
by the end of the 1800s, there were a number of Anglicans in the family. They contributed to the establishment
of the first Anglican Church in Puerto Rico.
The process of comingling values and customs continued. My mother was of American/German stock
and in time was clearly operating as a Doña, in fact her nickname was Lady. I married a Virginian of Scotch-IrishEnglish stock, which is why our daughters are completely Anglicized, although one has a working knowledge of
Spanish learned in school with only a brief stint in Seville in college. I was born in Cuba, speak Spanish, and feel
the ethnic tug of the Latino.
The research done on the Caribbean phase demonstrated two features of local life. The first was to
accent what increasingly historians of the Atlantic community have been arguing, namely that the area was
extraordinarily cosmopolitan and international. Little Ponce, Puerto Rico, had Italians, French, Germans,
English, American, Spanish, and Catalans among the white community, not to mention others who had fled
Venezuela and Haiti in earlier revolts, bringing with them slaves who came from different parts of Africa as well.
We could name people who contributed to that cosmopolitan world and document how often they traveled to
other islands or countries. Their activity was extensive.
The second, and perhaps most interesting part of the research, was our ability to demonstrate through
case studies of specific individuals and generations how they evolved from being Catalan to Spanish/Caribbean
Creoles, next to bicultural Hispanics in New York, to finally being what one might say are natives of Wisconsin,
Virginia, or Colorado. Being able to describe how that kind of cultural evolution took place is far more than
simply someone learning the new local language, which often is served up the explanation for transition. No, it
takes far more than that, so there will be lessons for those scholars who explore how Mexicans and Cubans
assimilate in the United States, including Central Americans. Our findings parallel what historians have learned
about earlier assimilations of Germans and Italians in the United States and Japanese in Brazil. Studying the
process at the family level is revealing and a good method to use, providing there is adequate documentation.
Finally, there were several practices over the 70 years that proved useful. But first, it does not need to
take 70 years to do the work, but it will take time, even though the massive increase in online genealogical and
other records can cut decades out of the work. Since my father coordinated much of the research for a half
century and had the usual files we would expect, much tacit knowledge was in his head. So, in his later life, but
while he was cognitively still sharp, he recorded a family history over the course of 18 hours. He did this with the
documentary record in front of him so that he could refer to these. We asked that he include commentary of a
tacit nature about the circumstances and speculations about open questions and unresolved issues as he went
along. His diplomatic training and prior research experience made this recording a major new source of
information. We had the recordings transcribed, just as one would for a normal oral history. We had one other
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ancient relative do the same as a crosscheck on the period 1930s-1950s, and these were followed by a flurry of
letters and e-mails to fill in gaps and to verify facts. That follow up work took nearly a decade to complete.

Photograph courtesy of the author.

We encountered family lore, misspellings in the documents, silence on some issues, and much bad history
written by amateurs of other families. On the flip side, no relative who was asked to conduct research of a very
explicit nature refused. For
example, if someone
mentioned that they were
going to some city, either
my father or I would
immediately say, “While
you are there, could you
drop by [name an archive] and
inquire about...” An
enormous amount of
research grade materials
came in, while those
individuals would then
offer up documents and
photographs that they had
and did not think were of
any value. A painting from
the 1880s of a Cortada
plantation surfaced in
Philadelphia, two lengthy
wills in a church archive in
Gerona from the early
1600s, and over 50
Family gathering to celebrate the 50th wedding anniversary of James N. and Shirley B. Cortada
photographs from a relative
at the family home in Orange, Virginia, November 1994.
in New York all came in
Note the painting of a Bergurian Cortada over the mantle.
unexpectedly.

Once I had a draft of the book-length history, two historians read it: one an expert on Spanish history, the
second a Puerto Rican scholar. Both professors had extensive publishing experience. I personally stayed close to
what the documentary record could prove, even when describing activities by relatives who I knew, admired, and
loved. I had the advantage of having written over two dozen history monographs so could impose that discipline
on what I consider to be the most challenging history project I have undertaken. I do not believe I would have
had the necessary personal or intellectual maturity to have taken this on as a dissertation or early book. If you are
interested in conducting such research, start now collecting material and letting the project percolate like a stew in
a slow cooker. This is how I steeled myself to write this book. I am still tinkering with it, because of all the
volumes I have published this one has to be as good as I can make it, for all the obvious and familial political
reasons.
The research phase was enormously fun, intellectually challenging, but like a hobby it never ends.
Materials still come into my hands, relatives still write about the family, and the elderly are still demanding to know
when they can read it. Having a 92-year-old relative tell me that she would like to read it before she dies, makes
any tenure deadline or editor’s impatience trivial in comparison, especially since she did her Ph.D. at the Sorbonne
in Caribbean culture!
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Research Report: The Recibimiento of Luys de Soto (Burgos,
1513), a Corrected Transcription.
Luis X. Morera
Baylor University
Early in my dissertation process I found myself wandering into the Biblioteca Castilla-La Mancha, off the
Plaza Zocodover, Toledo. I was researching civic ceremonies, so I searched the keyword “recibiento,” and to my
surprise a match came up. I filled in the form with the call number and they brought me a rare facsimile of a
broadsheet commemorating the reception of King Ferdinand of Aragon into the city of Burgos in 1513, produced
by El Crotalón, a small circulation publication put out by a high-end bibliophilic society.1 I asked for a photocopy
and immediately set upon transcribing the handwriting-like early typeset. For due diligence, I typed in the title
and author into JSTOR, and to my surprise, not only was there a study of the document (a brilliant musicological
article), but there was a transcription of it.2 Excited, I put in an order through interlibrary loan. I received it…
and the transcription did not match my own.
Upon investigation it became clear that an error had occurred. The early broadsheet was still emulating
handwriting, laid out with the imperatives of manuscripts. But as print media, to the modern reader, it is not at all
clear whether one should read the text blocks left to right, or top to bottom (the latter is the case of text
columns). Additionally, this part of the transcript hit exactly where the journal article changed from one page to
the next. Whatever the scenario, the order-dependent action of Ferdinand of Aragon walking through two
ceremonial arches, while receiving seven oratories and symbolic crowns got lost.
I’ve wanted to publish my transcription for years, but no one that I found would publish a transcription of
something that had already been transcribed. They all wanted previously un-edited transcriptions. Thus, I share it
as a research report. May it find some interest among ASPHS members.

Luys de Soto, El Recibimiento, Valladolid [?], 15133
El recibimiento que se hizo al muy alto y muy poderoso catholico z inuictissimo principe rey y señor el rey don
Fernando nuestro señor enla villa de Valladolid miercoles por la mañana bispera de la epifania o delos reyes deste
año de .d.xiij [1513] por mandado del muy reuerendo z muy magnifico señor el señor Don martin fernandez de
angulo obispo de Cordoua presidente en la corte y chancilleria real que reside en la dicha villa de valladolid y de su
consejo: veniendo su majestad de conquistar z ganar el reyno de nauarra y echar del todo el poderio del rey de
francia: que vino en socorro del rey Don Juan es el que se sigue. E porque mejor se pueda entender ha se de
presuponer que los Romanos antiguamente vsauan dar muchas coronas enlos triunfos que hazian alos
emperadores y otros caualleros que venian con victoria delas conquistas a que el senado romano los auia embiado.
En especial acostumbraron dar siete coronas. La primera se llama. [1] Triumphalis: y esta antiguamente era de
laurel. Despues se dio de oro al emperador que venia con vencimiento de batalla donde auia derramado mucha
sangre de sus enemigos. La segunda corona se llamaua [2] Obsidionalis. Dauase al emperador que descercaua
algunas ciudades de romanos puestas en grande estrecho: y esta era Graminea o de otra qual quier yerua de aquella
tierra cercada. La tercera corona se llamaba [3] Oualis: era de arrayhan o murta. Dauase al emperador que venia
con victoria sin auer hecho sangre enlos enemigos. La quarta se llamaua [4] Ciuica. era de roble. dauase al
cibdadano que enla batalla a su concine que estaua en poder de su contrario en estrema necesidad y le mataua. La
quinta se llamaba [5] Muralis y era de oro. Dauase al cauallero que primero subia por el muro delos enemigos. La
sesta se dezia [6] Castrensis: era assi mesmo de oro: dauase al cauallero que primero rompia por el real de los
enemigos. La setima se llamaua [7] Naualis. Esta era tanbien de oro y dauase al cauallero que en guerra dela mar
primero que otro entraua en las naos de los aduersarios.
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Agora veniendo el rey nuestro señor como arriba deximos de conquistar y ganar el reyno de nauarra y echar del a
todo el poder de francia: era mucha razon que su alteza fuesse recibido en esta villa con triunfo qual conuenia a su
majestad: y para esto se entoldaron todas las calles de ricos tapizes: y los plateros sacaron aparadores de oro y plata
a sus puertas. Y se hizieron dos arcos triunfales. Enel uno se puso la vitoria y enel otro la iglesla. Digo la victoria
que era vn muchacho vestido en habito de mujer todo de terciopelo carmesi: y una cadena rica de oro echada
sobre el vn hombro y con otras muchas joyas de oro: con vna corona de laurel enla cabeça: y vn estandarte en la
mano derecha y enla otra las siete coronas que arriba deximos. y este arco triunfal estaua puesto en mitad dela
plaça <end p. 159> de valladolid bien alto y en cima del arco estaua la victoria dela manera que he dicho: y enla
cumbre del arco estauan puestas las armas reales. y en baxo del escudo estaua vn mote que dezia la victoria.
Mi nombre fabor y gloria
a emperadores le di
y vos le days a mi. <end fol. 1r>
En los lados deste arco triunfal estauan assimesmo las armas reales y vn mote en cada pie del arco que dezia assi.
Bienauenturada españa
que tienes por tu señor
al rey mayor y mejor.
Dentro deste arco estauan metidos siete menistriles altos: los quatro sacabuches y los tres cheremias: y en llegando
el rey nuestro señor cerca deste arco començo la vitoria en boz alta z intelligible a dezir las coplas siguientes.
Invitissimo patron
honrra del mundo y grandeza
do se junta con rrazon
fe y justicia en perficion
de prudencia y fortaleza.
dose consumen las glorias
las muy magnificas famas
ante quien grandes vitorias
ricas antiguas memorias
quedan escuras sin flamas.
Victoria so yo victoria
siete coronas os do
ninguno las merescio
con tan alta fama y gloria
otra majestad ninguna
nunca merecio mas de vna
sino vos alto leon
que las siete pocas son
para vuestra gran fortuna
[1] Laurel—Majestad bienfortunada
la corona de laurel
quando coronan con el
es por sangre derramada
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a vos conuiene tal gloria
por la figura excellente
de vuestra clara memoria
su fama su gran vitoria
es digna deste presente.
[2] Grama—Esta do grama se encierra
por claro nonbre derecho
le daua en tienpos de guerra
a quien descercaua tierra
que estouiesse en gran estrecho
alto principe ganastes
esta segunda corona
enel tiempo que librastes
del estrecho y descercastes
salsas, alhama y pamplona.
vos os pusistes en medio
y por vos fue remediada.
[3] Arrayhan—Esta es de noble suerte
de arrayhan es su valor
devese al emperador
vencedor sin hazer muerte
a vos se deue poner
que quereys siempre vencer

como en nauarra y en salsas
vencidas las gentes falsas
las dexastes guarescer.
[4] Roble—Esta corona de roble
os doy rey dela fortuna
esta seca su figura
y es de condicion muy noble
esta os tengo señalado
diose al que con fuerte mano
libraua algun cibdadano
dela muerte aparejada
pues si algunos la han lleuado
por memorables hazañas
vos la aueys mejor ganado
que de muerte aueys librado
mil vezes vuestras españas.
[5] Oro—O rey bienauenturado
tal corona merecia
el que por fuerça rompia
lo fuerte y bien fabricado
esta es vuestra de derecho
por titulos muy seguros
pues con fe de vuestro pecho
escalaste el estrecho
de los ereticos muros.

que los que vencen en mar
merecen este tesoro
para vos esta guardada
que la nabe yba anegada
de la yglesia sin remedio <end of f. 1v>
[7] Oro—Coronose vuestra alteza
de oro segun solia
coronarse con grandeza
el primero que en destreza
las fuertes huestes rompia
esta deue de tener
vuestra alteza en gran presa
pues soys primero en romper
desbaratar y vencer
real de Meca y Judea
Y pues excede la obra
de tan excelso exercicio
a la materia y le sobra
mucho pierde quien no cobra
muerte por daros seruicio
la fama se os entrego
la fortuna obedecio
pues yo ser vuestra procuro
tenedme como de juro
que por vuestra quedo yo.

[6] Oro—Otra corona de oro
señor aueys de lleuar
Cabadas estas coplas tocaron los menestriles altos que estauan en el dicho arco sus instrumentos y tañeron vnas
canciones muy bien compuestas: y assi paso su alteza por baxo del arco: y fue al otro arco que estaba en la costanilla do estaua otro muchacho vestido de abito de muger muy rico de carmesi con sus collares y joyeles de oro: y
vna corona de oro y vna diadema enla cabeça con vnas letras que dezia. Ecclesia catholica. Tenia enlas manos vna
corona de oro la qual se llamaua laureola que se da enel cielo a los bienauenturados. Estauan al derredor della vestidos ricamente diez mancebos todos con sus coronas de laurel y enlos pechos cada vno el nombre de quien era
por esta orden. Julio cesar/ el emperador Octauiano/ el emperador Titus vespasiano/ el emperador Trajano/ el
emperador Costantino/ el emperador Heraclio [SIC]/ el emperador Don alonso/ el rey Don Ramiro El rey don
alonso octauo/ El rey don hernando el tercero/ En los remates del arco estaua este mote.
Bienauenturada españa
que tienes por tu señor
al rey mayor y mejor.
En llegando el rey nuestro señor a este arco se leuanto la yglesia con la laureola enlas manos y se leuantaron todos
estos emperadores y reyes y se quitaron las coronas de laurel que tenian en las cabeças y luego començo a dezir en
alta boz la yglesia las coplas siguientes.
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Principe en cuyo renombre
tan alta gloria se encierra
muy onesto es que se asonbre
quien en solo vuestro nonbre
halla la paz y la guerra
porque os hizo tan sobrado
la divinal providencia
que lo muy diferenciado
dexays tanbien ygualado
que muere su diferencia

Justicia paz y concordia
por vos bien en españa
y otra cosa ques tamaña
y demas misericordia
mi vicario esposo de cristo
con ponçoña estaua mixto
y su trauajo por dios
fue remediado y por vos
como enel mundo sea visto

Los hechos grandes passados
y presentes que aveys hecho
rey poderoso han deshecho
los de aquestos esforçados
todos estos merescieron
coronas porque sirvieron
a mi que soy su señora
mas con los vuestros de agora
en oluido se pusieron

Claro y victorioso
debaxo de cuya espada
tienbla lo mas poderoso
distes al papa mi esposo
seguridad no pensada
por don de gran defensor
do la natura del honbre
sea mostrado en mas valor
soys justo merecedor
de catolico renombre.

Señor desde que os criastes
fuystes mi hijo leal
vencistes a portugal
y estos reynos recobrastes
los erejes castigastes
reformados los estados
todo el reyno de granada
y la sinagoga maluada
a mi fe fueron tornados

El pago viene del cielo
que es galardon soberano
yo os letrayo por mi mano
rey y señor deste suelo
vos me aueys acrescentado
rey catolico nonbrado
tomad esta laureola
pues vale mas ella sola
que todas las que os han dado

Las yslas mar oceano
oran tripol y bugia
con vuestra sancta porfia
lo metistes so mi mano
napoles por vos cobrado
a navarra aueys ganado
dela ytalia al rey de francia
echastes con ganancia
que de nauarra ha lleuado. <end of fol. 2r.>

Esta rica laureola
os pone dios enel suelo
porque esta corona sola
se contorna llega y bola
sobre la cumbre del cielo
los antiguos con vitoria
ganaron nombre profundo
vos con vitoria y con gloria
de mas perpetua memoria
quedays espejo en el mundo.

Dichas estas coplas luego començaron unos cantores que estauan dentro deste cerco a cantar en canto de organo
el villancico siguiente.
Dado que no la tomeys
en el cielo la teneys.

como vos la mereceys
Tal es ella tal se os da
y tal se da por señal
del bien que es bien celestial
do vuestro seruicio esta
porque me seruis aca
subireys do vos quereys

Alla la teneys sellada
en la yglesia triunfante
pues yo que soy militante
por vos he sido guardada
es muy bienauenturada
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De mas de esto se hizieron por el campo y por las calles danças de mancebos y mozas y de espadas y vnas folias
de portugueses: momos y personajes y muchas otras maneras de alegria.
Todo esto hizo y ordeno Luys de soto
capellan y cantor del rey nuestro señor
Con priuilegio [real de imprimir] <end of fol. 2v.>

Notes—
1 Luys de Soto, El Recibimiento, Valladolid [?], 1513, reproduced: Madrid: El Crotalón, 1982. An original of the 1513 Recebimiento by Luis de Soto can be found at the Houghton Libary, Harvard (Houghton Typ 560 11.223 F), bound in a 19th-c. gilt calf binding
signed by F. Bedford)following a 1511 Toledo edition of Boccaccio’s Cayde de principes in Spanish. The volume was given to us by Philip Hofer [1898-1984] in 1967, and it also bears the bookplates of the collectors James P. R. Lyell [1871-1949] and Henry Huth [18151878].
2 Tess Knighton and Carmen Garcia, “Ferdinand of Aragon’s entry into Valladolid in 1513: The Triumph of a Christian King.”
Early Music History, vol. 18 (1999): 119-163.
3 In

this new transcription, I have silently expanded all abbreviations. I have kept the idiosyncratic spelling, punctuation, and
capitalization of the original, but have adjusted the spacing between words in a few instances that could lead otherwise to confusion
among readers of modern Spanish. I have not attempted to reproduce the look or layout of the broadsheet, striving instead for clarity. I
have thus omitted the paragraph markers, and rendered three idiosyncratic ampersands present in the document (morphologically somewhere between a “y” and a “z” in appearance, but clearly “y”s with elongated tails off the bottom) with the modern typographic character. Most importantly, I have numbered the crowns given to King Ferdinand in the order of their presentation to him. transcribed in Tess
Knighton, Appendix, pp. 159-162—although I have not kept the italicized abbreviation expansions, or paragraph symbols, and I’ve used
a different layout to keep crowns in order [in the original they should be read down, then over, but the her cut off point of the previous
transcription forces the reader to turn the page, then back, to follow the action. Thus, I have numbered the crowns to be more visually
scannable and tied to the introduction affecting Roman antiquity.

Photo Credit: Flicker user Borja.

The Cathedral at Burgos
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Minutes of the April 2020 Board of Directors Meeting—
Meeting held virtually on 24 April 2020
Editor’s Note: The cancellation of the 2020 Annual Meeting also meant the cancellation of the annual Business Meeting. Due to the
scope of changes that were made in the previous year to the Association’s various publications—the website and the Bulletin—among
other issues, the Board decided as a one-time gesture to publish the minutes of the April Board of Directors meeting in order to
communicate these changes more effectively to the membership.
Virtually Present: Scott Eastman (President), Pamela Radcliff (Vice President), Andrea Davis (Bulletin Editor), Jodi
Campbell (Website Editor), Clint Young (Newsletter Editor), Ray Ball, Isabel Correa da Silva, Kyle Lincoln,
Mercedes Llorente, Erin Rowe, and Amanda Wunder.
The meeting was called to order over Zoom by President Scott Eastman at 11:00am CST.
The meeting began with a thank you to Adrian Shubert for organizing the 2019 and 2020 conferences, along with
program organizers Ivana Elbl and Antonio Cazorla.
Scott’s Farwell Address: “This is my last official duty as President, so I just want to thank the Board members, the
Nom Com, and the membership for a great two years. A few highlights: As an organization, we’ve held meetings
across the United States and Canada, including Puerto Rico, and we’ve met in Europe five times. Our membership
has grown significantly, counting well over six hundred individual academics over the past several years. More than
two hundred and fifty people attended the Barcelona meeting last summer, which certainly must be counted as a
success. But I’m most proud of three things that we’ve accomplished over the last two years: becoming a certified
non-profit, leaving Elsevier, and upgrading our website and membership system. All of these things have been
accomplished without a significant drain of our funds.”
After a final warning from Scott about the dangers of the military-industrial complex, the Board proceeded to its
business.
1. Report on the Website and the Board position of Web Site Editor (Andrea Davis and Jodi Campbell)
The new website is much cleaner and works more functionally behind the scenes. It will be easier to update
profile and membership information; it is now possible to submit to the Bulletin and the Newsletter through the
website; it should also be easier to renew membership, and there will soon be a Mail Chimp option to notify the
membership or specific groups of members (regarding expiration of membership and other news)--membership
renewals will be much more efficient and we should be able to clearly track membership statistics.
There is now a donation button to accompany non-profit status; if donations do start coming in, Jodi feels we
should be very transparent with what will happen to those funds. Currently, those are going into a general fund.
2. Report on the Bulletin and hosting the Bulletin (Andrea Davis)
The whole back catalogue of the Bulletin has been transferred to the website; Andrea is to be commended for
moving much of the Bulletin manually to the website. BePress has been difficult to contact since the transition; in
particular the DOI numbers for articles are not being transferred, and they have given little help with moving the
catalogue over.
Ray and Andrea are working on setting up workflows within the new G-Suite, such as getting e-mail addresses for
each officer position, and setting up a shared drive to help with editing and the prize committees. Many of our
paper records can be now set up through Google Drive, with hard copies being sent to our archive.
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3. Report on Social Media (Ray Ball)

Our social media is slowly growing, with our Twitter account now surpassing 300 followers; Erin Rowe and
Sandie Holguin have done “takeovers” of the account to promote their scholarship in the past few months. Ray
is retweeting and following related accounts. Facebook posts are also being done, and all are encouraged to
follow and like posts.
There was a discussion of consolidating our informal social media director (Ray) and website editor (Jodi) into
one position. It would be ideal to find a way to do this without having to revise our bylaws and constitution,
which has become more onerous since our incorporation. There was discussion of setting up committees for this
purpose. Ray is happy to continue working on social media, but she is transitioning off the board; we also need to
find a way to make sure those posting are gaining recognition for professional purposes.
The board discussed and approved the creation of an ad hoc committee (to be chaired by Jodi Campbell as website
editor) to oversee social media for now; Ray Ball and Foster Chamberlain will be among those serving. There is
some concern that overseeing social media will be a lot of work; the chair of the committee will probably need to
serve as a conduit to the board, with the members of the committee doing the heavy lifting. We then need to find
titles to recognize the work of others on the committee. The ad hoc committee can be developed into a more
formal media structure in the future.
4. Financial Report (Pamela Radcliff)
As of September 2019 we had 353 current members, 660 total; we currently have 279 active members, 537 total.
Our current overall financial account structure:
•Checking
•Account

Account (liquid assets): $13,000

for Graduate Student Fellowships: $16,000

•Accounts for our prizes:
•Certificate

Approximately $12,000 each

of Deposit: $8,000

The Association has assets of approximately $60,000, which is about what we had before the expenses for
incorporating and moving the website. The CD doesn’t generate much interest, but helps us to avoid fees from
Bank of America; there was some discussion about finding ways to make that money more useful to the
Association.
Major expenses for the past year:
•Intuit for transitioning

to new website and publishing model: $6,800

•AHA

Reception: $1,500

•AHA

Costs for holding affiliate sessions: $1,100

•Annual

Meeting: $0 (unfortunately)

Our ongoing expenses should be cut back significantly in the coming few years. Costs for hosting the website will
be approximately $500/year, as opposed to the $6000/year charged by Bepress and Elsevier. There was
discussion of moving those saved funds to help support the Graduate Student Fellowships, as that account has
not been added to recently.
We will need to figure out a way to tag the origins of donations, for recognitions and tax purposes.
5. Elections (Scott Eastman)
There were 7 positions open in the 2020 Elections. Thanks to everyone who ran!

Membership Secretary/Treasurer: Luis Corteguera
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Four Board of Director Positions:
•Alejandra

Osorio

•Amanda

Scott

•Darlene

Abreu-Ferreira

•Ana

Valdez

Two Nominating Committee Positions:
•Max

Deardorff

•Ana

Cristina Roque

Pamela Radcliff is our incoming President!
And a thank you to Ana Valdez for putting the slate of candidates together.
6. Prizes (Scott Eastman)
ASPHS Best Dissertation Prize, 2020 (Awarded for 2017-2019)
Mónica García Fernández, “‘Dos en una sola carne’. Matrimonio, amor y sexualidad en el franquismo (19391975).” Universidad de Oviedo, 2019.
•

Among many fine entries, Mónica García Fernández’s history of conjugal love in the Franco era excelled in
all criteria of evaluation. It represents an original and beautifully-executed example of recent scholarship
seeking to understand twentieth-century politics and society through the lens of the intimate sphere.
Thoroughly informed by Spanish and international historiography, García Fernández marshals source
material ranging from censorship files to sex manuals to oral interviews, demonstrating how various forces in
Spanish society contributed and responded to the century’s ongoing sexual revolution. The dissertation is
written with elegance, subtlety, and texture. It eschews simple conclusions and remains sensitive throughout
to the many complexities surrounding attitudes toward marriage, sex, and the family in Franco’s Spain. For
these reasons, the work marks a significant contribution to our understandings of cultural change and
continuity during the Franco period and of the place of Spain in wider cultural narratives of the modern
world.

A.H. de Oliveira Marques Prize, 2020
•

The A.H. de Oliveira Marques Prize committee received six submissions during this year’s cycle. The articles
were of uniformly high quality and represented a varied of different chronological periods, methodologies,
and regions of the Portuguese world. As a result, the committee’s deliberations were intense and prolonged,
but we reached a consensus on the merit of the article by Darlene Abreu-Ferreira, “Women and the
Acquisition, Transmission, and Execution of Public Offices in Early Modern Portugal” (published in Gender
& History, vol. 31:2 (July 2019): 383-403). Abreu-Ferreira's article examines office-holding, that is, titled
positions within local and regional bureaucratic structures, by women in continental and insular Portugal
from the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries. Using a range of archival materials from provincial archives,
Abreu-Ferreira reveals that women were able to maintain offices and serve in public capacities throughout
this period. She also demonstrates that the offices themselves were considered women’s property and could
serve in dowry negotiations and as family income. It is owing to Abreu-Ferreira’s skillful analysis of rarely
read source materials and her convincing interpretation of the same that the committee finds her article
worthy of this year’s Marques Prize.

Bishko Memorial Prize, 2020
•

The recipient of the Bishko Prize arrived in Scott’s inbox during the meeting. The recipient of the 2019
Charles Julian Bisko Best Article Prize is Pamela A. Patton for her essay “Demons and Diversity in Léon”
published in Medieval Encounters vol. 25, no. 1-2 (2019): 150-179. Dr. Patton’s article examines the early
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twelfth-century paintings in the Panteón de los Reyes of San Isidoro to show that, in terms of iconography
and style, these images not only constituted innovation but also reflected a cosmopolitan artistic sensibility.
The Saint Martin scene in León was polyvalent, reflecting both an iconographic tradition found in early
Christian texts and an increasingly expanded world view that acknowledged people and locations outside of
Europe, including Egypt and parts of Africa. A twelfth-century Leonese audience would have associated the
image of Satan as a dark-skinned figure wearing a Fatimid robe with Ethiopia, as well as with Andalusi
culture. In particular, the courtiers and visitors of the Panteón likely identified the Fatimid tiraz as a highstatus garment worn by caliphs and elite Iberians. The visual references to Andalusi culture were meant to
evoke exoticism, the royal family’s cultural sophistication, and a kingdom looking beyond its borders.
Congratulations Dr. Patton!
There was discussion of the deadlines for Prize submissions. While 31 December is fine for the articles, it was
suggested that an earlier deadline for the Book/Dissertation prizes would be necessary (due to the heavier
workload). Kyle proposed a 1 November deadline; those publishing in November or December can inform the
committee by that date and submit their manuscript as soon as possible thereafter.
Pamela also suggest that we e-mail all board members to notify those whose service is ending, and those whose
term will be beginning. Scott and Pamela will undertake this.
7. Future Meetings (Scott Eastman)
2021: Toronto
2022: Milwaukee (hosted by Eugenia Afinoguenova, Marquette University)
Those who wish to host or have ideas for sites and venues for upcoming meetings should contact Pamela. Sites
that will help us to maximize attendance are ideal.
8. Additional Items
Since there will be no Membership meeting this year, the Board approved publication of these minutes in the
Newsletter to keep members abreast of Association developments.
Since the Board of Directors was deprived of its free lunch this year—it appears food is incompatible with the
“Share” function in Zoom—Scott promised to buy all current Board members a round of drinks next year in
Toronto.
The meeting was adjourned at 12:07PM CST.
(Minutes provided by Clinton D. Young)

Image Courtesy Wikimedia Commons.

Valladolid in 1572
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ASPHS 2020 Financial Report—
Treasurer’s Note: The cancellation of the 2019 conference makes the budget report much simpler than usual, but
the bottom line is that the association had a balanced budget of income and expenditures, which maintained our
stable financial situation.
Membership: 275 active members/537 total
Current Assets:
General checking account: $13,365
Checking account saving for grad fellowship fund: $15,910

Marques Prize fund (best Portugal article): $11,252
Bishko Prize fund (best medieval article): $12,191
CD guarantee of checking account: $8,000
Total: $60,718
Current debts:
Total: $0
2019-20 Income/Expenditures:

Income:
Membership fees for 225 new and renewing members (April 2019-April 2020): $12,458
Total: $12, 458
Expenditures: Misc.
ASPHS Bulletin: $6,800 one time expense for transitioning to new website and publishing model
Legal services (non-profit status): $79
AHA Reception: $1671
AHA Affiliate sessions: $1,100

Regional Meeting Subventions (fall 2019): $1,000
Voting/election: $200
Article and book prizes: $500 (1 winner refused prize money)
Stripe fees: $600
Total: $11,950
(Report submitted by Pamela Radcliff)
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS OF ASPHS MEMBERS—
(With some retroactive inclusions)
Editor’s Note: Works by multiple authors have been indexed by the name of the person who submitted the
publication notice—both in the interests of keeping all the works of an author together, and of highlighting the
publications of ASPHS Members.
General
David A. Messenger. War and Public Memory: Case Studies in Twentieth-Century Europe. Tuscaloosa: University of
Alabama Press, 2020.
David A. Messenger. “The Geopolitics of Neutrality and the Politics of Compassion: Diplomacy, Refuge and
Rescue during the Holocaust.” In A Companion to the Holocaust, ed. Hilary Earl and Simone Gigliotti. Oxford:
Wiley-Blackwell, 2020.
William D. Phillips and Carla Rahn Phillips. A Concise History of Spain, audio edition, read by Luis Soto. UK:
Naxos Audio Books, 2019.
Medieval
Michelle Armstrong-Partida, Alexandra Guerson and Dana Wessell-Lightfoot, eds. Women & Community in
Medieval and Early Modern Iberia. University of Nebraska Press, 2020.
Includes Michelle Armstrong-Partida, “Women, Injurious Words, & Clerical Violence in FourteenthCentury Catalunya,” 83-104.
Michelle Armstrong-Partida. “Concubinage, Illegitimacy, and Fatherhood: Urban Masculinity in Late Medieval
Barcelona.” Gender & History vol. 31, no. 1 (2019): 1-25.
Edward Holt and Teresa Witcombe, eds. The Sword and the Cross: Castile-León in the Era of Fernando III. The
Medieval and Early Modern Iberian World Series, Volume 77. Leiden: Brill, 2020.
Includes Edward Holt, “Laudes Regiae: Liturgy and Royal Power in Thirteenth-Century Castile-León,” 140
-164.
Edward Holt. “Crusading Memory in the Templar Liturgy of Barcelona.” Crusades vol. 18 (2020): 217-230.

Early Modern
Rachael Ball. “Court Cities Celebrate Prince Baltasar Carlos: Loyalty, Status, and Identity in the Early Modern
Spanish World.” Royal Studies Journal vol. 5, no. 2 (2018):129–146.
Alejandro Cañeque. Un imperio de mártires. Religión y poder en las fronteras de la Monarquía Hispánica. Madrid: Marcial
Pons Ediciones de Historia, 2020.
Alejandro Cañeque. “Letting Yourself Be Skinned Alive: Jerónimo Gracián and the Globalization of Martyrdom.”
Journal of Early Modern History vol. 24 (2020): 197-223.
Anne Cruz. “Afterword.” Hispanic Issues vol. 25: “Confined Women: The Walls of Female Space in Early Modern
Spain,” ed. Brian Phillips and Emily Cairns (2020).
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Anne Cruz. “Counter/Acting the Body Politic: Leonor de la Cueva’s La firmeza en la ausencia.” Theory Now:
Journal of Literature, Critique, and Thought vol. 2 no. 1: Monographic Issue, “Sujeto literario en la Monarquía
Hispánica,” ed. Emre Ozmen. (2019): 121-34.
Anne Cruz. “Las redes sociales creadas por Luisa de Carvajal y Mendoza a través de su correspondencia.” In
Mujeres en la Corte de los Austrias. Una red social, cultural, religiosa y política, ed. Leticia Sánchez Hernández, 615-636.
Madrid: Ediciones Polifemo, 2019.
Jose M. Escribano-Páez. Juan Rena and the Frontiers of Spanish Empire, 1500-1540. New York: Routledge, 2020.
Ruth McKay. “True Peste and False Doors: Medical and Legal Discourse during the Great Castilian Plague, 1596
-1601.” In The Quest for Certainty in Early Modern Europe: From Inquisition to Inquiry, 1550-1700, eds. Barbara Fuchs
and Mercedes García Arenal, 105-131. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2020.
Carmen Saen de Casas. “’Solo el caballo al hombre desengaña’: escenografía y didáctica en La cena del rey Baltasar.”
Confluencia vol. 35, no. 1 (2019): 28-40.
Alexander Samson. Mary and Philip: The Marriage of Tudor England and Habsburg Spain. Manchester: Manchester
University Press, 2020.
José Miguel Martínez Torrejón, ed. Miscelânea sebástica da Ajuda. Lisbon: Biblioteca Nacional, 2020.
José Miguel Martínez Torrejón. Introduction to Gonzalo Sobejano, El pícaro hablador. Estudios sobre la prosa
narrativa del siglo XVII. Madrid: Cátedra, 2020.
José Miguel Martínez Torrejón. “’La lamentable pérdida del rey D. Sebastián’ de Jerónimo Corte-Real.” Colóquio/
Letras vol. 201 (2019): 73-146.
Elsje Van Kessel. “The Making of a Hybrid Body: Corpus Christi in Lisbon, 1582.” Renaissance Studies vol. 34, no.
4 (2020): 572-92. Special Issue on Visual and Spatial Hybridity in the Early Modern Iberian World, ed. Laura
Fernández-González and Marjorie Trusted.
Elsje Van Kessel. “The Inventories of the Madre de Deus: Tracing Asian Material Culture in Early Modern
England.” Journal of the History of Collections vol. 32, no. 2 (2020): 207-23.
Iberian World (Colonial and Oceanic Contexts)
Ida Altman. “Failed experiments: negotiating freedom in early Puerto Rico and Cuba.” Colonial Latin American
Review vol. 29, no. 1 (2020): 4-23.
Diana Arbaiza. The Spirit of Hispanism: Commerce, Culture and Identity across the Atlantic, 1875-1936. Notre Dame:
University of Notre Dame Press, 2020.
Lisette Balabarca-Fataccioli. “Polémica anticristiana en el norte de África: el caso de dos moriscos españoles del
siglo XVII.” Transmodernity: Journal of Peripheral Cultural Production of the Luso-Hispanic World vol. 9, no. 4 (2020): 83102.
Carla Rahn Phillips. “Why Did Anyone Go to Sea? Structures of Maritime Enlistment from Family Traditions to
Violent Coercion.” In A World at Sea. Maritime Practices and Global History, ed. Lauren Benton and Nathan PerlRosenthal, 17-36. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2020.
Carla Rahn Phillips. “The Magellan-Elcano Expedition.” The Nautilus: A Maritime Journal of Literature, History, and
Culture, vol. 11 (Spring 2020): 26–40.
Carla Rahn Phillips. “Los marinos y soldados de las armadas.” Desperta Ferro, Número especial XXII. La Armada
Española (III): El Atlántico, siglo XVI (March-April 2020): 67–71.
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Carla Rahn Phillips. “Spanish Galleys in the Atlantic in the Early Modern Period.” In Navegação no Atlântico. XVIII
Reunião Internacional de História da Náutica / Atlantic Navigation. XVIII International Reunion for the History of Nautical
Science, ed. Francisco Contente Domingues and Susana Serpa Silva, 51-61. Punta Delgada, Azores: Centro de
Humanidades, Universidade Nova de Lisboa and Universidade dos Açores, 2019.
Carla Rahn Phillips. “A Translation and Transcription of Pedro De Alvarado’s 1526 Contract with the Spanish
Crown: Pacific Exploration and Territoriality.” Terrae Incognitae vol. 51, no. 3 (December 2019): 235–270.
William D. Phillips. “Early Descriptions of the Gulf Stream,” in Navegação no Atlântico, XVIII Reunião Internacional
de História da Náutica /Atlantic Navigation, XVIII International Reunion for the History of Nautical Science, ed. Francisco
Contente Domingues and Susana Serpa Silva, 119-131. Punta Delgada, Azores: Centro de Humanidades,
Universidade Nova de Lisboa and Universidade dos Açores, 2019.
José Miguel Martínez Torrejón. Los pre-textos de La Florida del Inca. Alicante and Chapel Hill: University of Alicante
and University of North Carolina Press, 2020.
José Miguel Martínez Torrejón. “La publicación de La Florida del Inca. Garcilaso en sus muchos nombres.”
Iberoamericana (Berlin) vol. 71 (2019): 125-144.
Akiko Tsuchiya and N. Michelle Murray, eds. Unsettling Colonialism: Gender and Race in the Nineteenth-Century Global
Hispanic World. Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 2019.
Includes Akiko Tsuchiya, “Gender, Race, and Spain’s Colonial Legacy in the Americas: Representations of
White Slavery in Eugenio Flores’s Trata de blancas (1889) and Eduardo López Bago’s Carne importada
(1891),” 81-104.
Akiko Tsuchiya. “Politics, Affect, and the Negotiations of Gender in the Antislavery Writings of Concepción
Arenal,” in The Routledge Hispanic Studies Companion to Nineteenth-Century Spain, ed. Elisa Martí-López, 369-84. New
York: Routledge, 2020.
Akiko Tsuchiya. “Monuments and Public Memory: Antonio López y López, Slavery, and the Cuban-Catalan
Connection,” in the special issue “Unstable Foundations: Reconsidering Nineteenth-Century Monuments and
Memories.” Nineteenth-Century Contexts vol. 41, no. 5 (2019): 479-500.
Modern/Contemporary
Eugenia Afinoguénova, Stephen Appel, Andrea Ballard, and Mackenzi McGowan. “Letters from Spain in a Space
-Time Box: Historical GIS with Timestamped Itineraries for Understanding the Chronotopes of NineteenthCentury Travel Writing.” International Journal of Humanities and Arts Computing vol. 14, nos. 1-2 (2020): 119–133.
Eugenia Afinoguénova “Las mujeres artistas ante la crítica de arte del siglo XIX.” In Invitadas. Fragmentos sobre
mujeres, ideología y artes plásticas en España (1833-1931) [catálogo de la exposición], ed. Carlos Navarro, 71-98.
Madrid: Museo Nacional del Prado, 2020.
Eugenia Afinoguénova. “Importing the Picturesque: Illustrated Travel Books on Spain, 1829-1915.” In Americans
in Spain: Painting and Travel, 1820-1920 [exhibition catalog], ed. Brandon Ruud and Corey Piper, 36-58. New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2020.
Antonio J. Candil. 23-F, El golpe del rey. La trama politico-militar diseñada para fracasar de la que se beneficio la corona.
Madrid: Almuzara, 2020.
Geoffrey Jensen. “Fraternal Betrayal: The Spanish Army and the Decolonization of Morocco.” Journal of the Middle
East and Africa vol. 11, no. 2 (July 2020): 139-160.
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David A. Messenger. “Ambiguous Neutrality and Nazi Intelligence in Spain during the Second World War.” In
Neutral Countries as Clandestine Battlegrounds, 1939-1968: Between Two Fires, ed. Andre Gerolymatos and Denis Smyth
with James Horncastle. Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2020.
David A. Messenger. “Nazis in Spain: Real and Imagined.” In Spain, World War II and the Holocaust: A Critical
Companion, ed. Sara J. Brenneis and Gina Hermann. Toronto and Buffalo: University of Toronto Press, 2020.
Eric Storm. La construcción de identidades regionales en España, Francia y Alemania, 1890-1939, trans. José Cuni. Madrid:
Ediciones Complutense 2019.
Eric Storm. “When Did Nationalism Become Banal? The Nationalization of the Domestic Sphere in Spain.”
European History Quarterly vol. 50, no. 2 (April 2020): 204-225.
Eric Storm. “El artesano como símbolo nacional.” In De relatos e imágenes nacionales. Las derechas españolas (siglos XIX
-XX), ed. Maria Cruz Romeo, Maria Pilar Salomón, y Nuria Tabanera, 65-91. Zaragoza: Prensas Universitarias de
Zaragoza, 2020.
Eric Storm. “Hasta en la sopa. Nacionalismo y regionalismo en la esfera doméstica, 1890-1936.” In Vivir la nación.
Nuevos debates sobre el nacionalismo español, ed. Xavier Andreu Miralles, 29-55. Granada: Comares, 2019.
Brett Tippey. “On Lamp Posts and Flagpoles: Beauty and Infrastructure in the Work of Eduardo Torroja.” In
Los edificios de la Industria: Icono y espacio de progreso para la arquitectura en el arranque de la modernidad, ed. Juan Calatrava
et. al., 525-532. Pamplona: T6 Ediciones, 2020.

Career Notes and Updates—
Congratulations to Anne Cruz, whose coedited volume with Nieves Baranda Leturio, Routledge Research Companion
to Early Modern Spanish Women Writers (New York: Routledge, 2018), received the 2019 Award for Best
Collaborative Project from the Society for the Study of Early Modern Women and Gender.
Silvia Z. Mitchell was promoted to the rank of Associate Professor with tenure effective August 2020 at Purdue
University. Her book, Queen, Mother, and Stateswoman: Mariana of Austria and the Government of Spain (Penn State
University 2019, paperback 2020), has been “Highly Commended with Jury’s Congratulations” in the 2020
Biennial Royal Studies Journal in association with the University of Winchester Book Prize Competition.
Former Newsletter Editor Louis X. Morea is now in his 10th year at Baylor University and reports, “I received a
Digital Humanities Grant this summer (Baylor University), so I take now extract data from documents on civic
receptions from Renaissance Portugal and Spain, and manipulate the data to produce graphs. There is a lot of
study design involved in this. An article publication on the Lisbon’s Livro de Ceremonies is underway, hopefully to
be completed in 18 months or less.”
Congratulations to Elizabeth Penry, whose book The People Are King: The Making of an Andean Indigenous Politics
(Oxford University Press, 2019) was awarded the 2020 Flora Tristán Prize from the Latin American Studies
Association, Peru Section, for the best book on Peru.
On 19 June 2019, Carla Rahn Phillips gave the Annual Lecture of the Hakluyt Society: “The Struggle for the
South Atlantic: Sources and Serendipity,” which was published this past spring. In late August of 2020, she was
interviewed for a film about Spain's transatlantic fleets. She notes: “As an example of the strange times in which
we live, the director/interviewer with Inicia Films was on Skype from Barcelona, and the film crew, based in
Austin, Texas, came to the house with masks and gloves and filmed the interview in our living room.”
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The 2019 Publication Grant from the Association of Print Scholars (APS) was awarded to Vanesa RodríguezGalindo to support her forthcoming book, Madrid on the Move: Feeling Modern and Visually Aware in the Nineteenth
Century, which will be published by Manchester University Press in February 2021.
Hamilton M. Stapell is the new Chair of the History Department at State University of New York (SUNY), New
Paltz.

ASPHS 2021 Virtual Annual Meeting—
The ASPHS has decided to hold a limited remote conference on April 23-25, 2021. The 2020 conference
(and its program) that was planned for Toronto was deferred, with the hope that we could hold it in person this
year, but the ongoing pandemic and travel restrictions have made this impossible. In discussions with the Board,
we decided that the Association doesn’t have the resources to organize a full slate of panels, so we will limit the
conference to three main events: two homenaje panels, one dedicated to Aurora Morcillo (Friday, April 23, 10-12
AM Pacific Standard Time) and a second to David Ringrose (Sat April 24, 10 AM-12 PM PST), and a keynote
speaker, Felipe Ribeiro de Meneses, Professor at the National University of Ireland at Maynooth (Sunday April 25,
10-12 AM PST). In addition, we will hold the annual business meeting at the end of the weekend (Sunday April
25, 12-1 PM PST).
While the ASPHS will not officially organize any individual panels, the board will leave it up to panel
members from the 2020 program if they would like to organize some sort of virtual event for their panel, either
workshop among themselves or inviting other members to attend, although there are no guarantees about
attendance. For these panels, we would suggest consulting the AHA Participant-Produced model for guidelines:
https://www.historians.org/virtual-aha/resources-and-guides/guide-for-participant-produced-webinars.
If a panel would like to schedule an open session, they need to set up the virtual link and inform one of
the program organizers, Ivana Elbl (ielbl@trentu.ca) or Antonio Cazorla-Sanchez (acazorla@trentu.ca) by March
15th, 2021. Panel links will be posted on the ASPHS website with other conference information. Panels
associated with the conference should be scheduled for April 23-25, preferably from 8:30-10 AM PST, so as to be
accessible to a broad range of time zones.
There will be no registration fee for the Conference, but only current members will have access to the
sessions through the ASPHS website. At the same time, now that the ASPHS is an official charitable
organization, we encourage donations as well as membership renewal to keep the business of the Association
going, including the Bulletin and the prizes. Donations will also support the growth of a graduate student fund to
be used for travel to future Conferences.

Image courtesy of Wikimedia Commons.

Stained glass atrium at the Palau de la Música Catalana
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Back Matter—
ASPHS Officers:

Membership:

President (2020-2022)
Pamela Radcliff
University of California, San Diego
Membership Secretary/Treasurer (2020-2022)
Luis Corteguera
University of Kansas
Editor of the Bulletin
Andrea Davis
Arkansas State University
Web Site Editor
Jodi Campbell
Texas Christian University
Newsletter Editor
Clinton D. Young
University of Arkansas, Monticello

The Association for Spanish and Portuguese Historical
Studies was founded in 1969 to promote research in all
aspects and epochs of Iberian history. The ASPHS
organizes annual meetings, provides an international
forum for intellectual and scholarly exchange, maintains four different platforms for disseminating information of interest, and offers prizes and subventions.
While there are some endowments in place, the majority of ASPHS’s efforts are supported by its membership
dues (which are purposefully modest, as a matter of
principle):
•

Tier 1: Full-time tenured and tenure-track faculty
($50 for one year, $130 for three years)

•

Tier 2: Emeriti, retirees, non-tenure-track or nonfull-time faculty ($25 for one year, $60 for three
years)

•

Tier 3: Graduate students ($7 for one year, $15 for
three years; first-time presenters $0 for one year)

•

Institutional memberships: $25 annually

Board of Directors:
Erin Rowe (2021)
Johns Hopkins University
Amanda Wunder (2021)
Lehman College, City University of New York
Darlene Abreu-Ferreira (2022)
University of Winnipeg
Alejandra Osorio (2022)
Wellesley College
Amanda Scott (2022)
Penn State University
Ana Valdez (2022)
University of Lisbon

Nominating Committee:
Mark Molesky (2021)
Seton Hall University
Max Deardorff (2022)
University of Florida
Ana Cristina Roque (2022)
University of Lisbon

Unless otherwise indicated, all photographs in this Newsletter are used under
Creative Commons license CC BY-SA 2.0.

To join or renew, please visit: https://asphs.net/
membership/. All questions concerning membership
should be addressed to the Membership Secretary/
Treasurer, Luis Corteguera: treasurer@asphs.net.

Contribute to the Newsletter:
Forward your ideas for op-eds, research reports, pedagogical strategies, or news that you would like to share
with ASPHS in the Newsletter to Clinton D. Young:
newsletter@asphs.net.

